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Warwickshire Local Pharmaceutical Committee 

Minutes Open Meeting 5th April 2016 
Held at Holiday Inn, Ryton on Dunsmore 

Warwickshire LPC Members attending: Luvjit Kandula (LK); Theresa Fryer (TF); Peter Gill (PG); Faye 
Owen (FO); Bal Heer (BH); Caroline Eley (CE); Sam Griffiths (SG); Satyan Kotecha (SK). 

Chaired: Luvjit Kandula 

Apologies for absence: Kash Butt (KB); Anna Ruthven (AR); Alex Parkin (AP); Jenny Rose (JR); Ajit Barot 

(AB) 

In Attendance: Fiona Lowe (FL) 

Guests: Lucy Pitt (LP) (Director of Marketing Closerstill Media Healthcare Ltd - Organiser of the 

Pharmacy Show) (am & lunch only), Raj Morjaria (RM) PSNC Regional Representative (all day) and 

Michelle Dyoss (MD) HLP Project Manager (from 12 noon & lunch only) 

LPC Meeting Confirmed as Quorate: 8 /13 attending >50% 

Minutes to be reviewed in closed session:  

LK opened the meeting and welcomed LP & RM. The LPC introduced themselves individually. LP 

confirmed that she would be just observing. RM will provide an update from PSNC. 

Declaration of Interests circulated and completed by attendees 

AOB tabled: North Warwickshire Service Opportunity and Provider Arm Set Up. PCS changes to be 

tabled and shared with Contractors.  

1. FL - Chief Officer Report: 

Warwickshire Chief 

Officer Report March 2016.docx
 

FL tabled the Chief Officer Report. The individual meeting reports are on Box in the Chief Officer 

Folder.  

Key points from meetings / events attended: 

NHIR – research ready pharmacies – more required and to share updated request soon for more to 

apply. Possible link with Aston University for dementia research for HLPs.  

AHSN – Diabetes bid for training funding work – LPN following up. 

APC – key issue around NOAC counselling – processes to be tightened up – possible opportunity for 

pharmacies. 
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Regulatory – nothing new for Warwickshire. FL now attending pre-meeting liaison group each month 

to review up and coming regulatory matters including control of entry. 

Pharma (Pfizer, MSD, Lilly) – various discussions wrt funding and training opportunities to be followed 

up. 

Public Health – HLP contracts set up with council and MD. First £10K funding finalised from Year 15-

16 budget. Regular meetings established and launch date for HLP 27th April. Possibly ‘mini health 

check’ and falls prevention services in the future. Confirmation that service will be reviewed ahead of 

2017 when due to expire. The Public Health team’s intention is that services will be commissioned 

through HLPs going forward.  

NHSE Strategy Meeting – opportunity to feed into strategy. 

Contractor Event – very successful with excellent feedback. Refer to separate agenda item. 

Areas for development and follow up outlined in the report. 

The overarching themes were that ‘invest to save’ was the main mechanism for bidding for new 

services – the challenge being to demonstrate the saving coming into the budget of the commissioner 

in an acceptable timeframe. This will be facilitated by the LPC setting up a provider arm to give the 

desired single Contract holder for Commissioners, bringing consistency. GP Federation Coventry & 

Rugby – keen to engage with Community Pharmacy Provider Company.  

ACTION: North Warwickshire CCG – mini health check and engagement opportunity – initial indicative 

EOI by 13th April – FL to liaise with CCG to establish rate for staff provision and if acceptable to ask 

NW Pharmacies to confirm if interested.  

Box to be re-organised – FL and then members will still be able to access but to review and download 

documents, but adding documents will be through FL to ensure control over documents. It must be 

clear whether documents are drafts or approved final documents. FL to set up stationery control 

process and share. NB: password will not be changed so that emergency access available to documents 

remains. Routine access to be vis link which will be provided once re-organised.  

NB: Passwords for LPC sites (gmail, survey monkey, Box etc.) - A record of these will be held by the 

Exec & Ron.  

ACTION: PCS changes and issues were discussed and later raised with PSNC and NHSE. The new 

process to be circulated to Contractors by Ron 

2. RM – PSNC Update: 

RM has 9 pharmacies of his own, mostly in Staffordshire, and has been PSNC Rep for 3 years. It is his 

role to represent us and explain the workings on the PSNC to us. He is passionate about independent 

pharmacy and still works in his pharmacies every week.   

It was pointed out that not just 6% cuts from October. The usual 4% yoy cuts are also expected.  The 

DoH did not supply a model with the funding cut proposals. Normally a model is supplied with the 

funding proposal and Mike Dent checks it and the counter arguments / negotiations begin.  
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The main concern is not the 6% /£170m – but the additional changes proposed around the Keith Ridge 

(KR) proposals (fewer pharmacies, hub and spoke, increase script duration etc.) as well as the 

cessation of discussions on minor ailments etc. The impression is that KR does not see services being 

provided in community pharmacy, but rather by pharmacists in other areas of the profession. Also, 

PSNC want a settlement for more than one year so that Contractors can plan.   

Expectation that fees and allowances will decrease, currently no guarantee that services will increase 

to fill gap.  

Proposal that two different contracts with distance selling pharmacies having lower remuneration. 

Although this appears appropriate the danger is that the lower value contract for distance selling 

contracts will be more appealing to DoH than the standard community pharmacy contract with a 

higher cost base. Referred to as Bare and Bare & Care models.  

PSNC have put forward counter proposals of services which could be added to the contract to offset 

the funding cuts.  

There may be a judicial review but this will be about the process – i.e. lack of proper consultation. It 

will not be about the actual content and so will not affect the outcome.  

SK asked if PSNC can propose ways to DoH that community pharmacy can be utilised to do more 

services which will bring about more savings towards the £22Bn which needs to be found. For 

example: LTC and Scottish / Welsh services.  

RM confirmed that DoH were only interested in cuts, with immediate savings, and not a spend to save 

approach. A model even now still has not been shared. 

LK requested that PSNC provide more detailed and frequent updates on progress to LPCs.  

The campaign has started to have an impact and may force a rethink of sorts. It is important to 

continue with a positive campaign highlighting the worth of pharmacy. PSNC need to think about what 

can be done to mitigate against the impact and what community pharmacy is willing to accept.  

It is not clear whether 6% across all pharmacies or if some will be impacted more than others. The 

establishment payment has been consistently targeted as an area for cuts. It is not clear whether the 

loss of some pharmacies will be part of the 6% or if this is additional saving.  

Various other areas of NHS waste / opportunities for collection of money was raised such as foreign 

patients using NHS.  

PSNC are still having confidential discussions and making proposals. It is important that they get it 

right. The most important support that LPCs can bring is to keep contractors engaged and keeping the 

campaign going. Make sure that they all know about campaign, petition and are engaging public and 

MPs / Councillors.  

Discussed concerns and if PSNC have a plan B if negotiations were unsuccessful and assurance that 

appropriate counter proposals had been made. E.g. 90-day prescribing – the decision about 

prescription length should be a clinical decision made based on individual patient need with 7, 28, 90- 

day prescription length options being available. The pharmacist being in best position to make that 
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decision with the patient or carer. No proposals have been accepted by PSNC as yet, counter proposals 

have been put in.  

The PSNC anticipate that they will have some say in where the cuts will fall. The PSNC will put forward 

suggestions, but a model to formulate basis of discussions is still required from the DoH.  

RM’s view is that independents will be hardest hit, with multiples being able to stand the reduction of 

some pharmacies where have branches close by and still retain most of the business.  

Discussion ensued where suggestions that national visible support was required for the campaign and 

pharmacy in general in the media and press. National bodies have not engaged the public enough 

unlike the Junior Drs’ etc. It was pointed out that half of the levies collected from Contractors by the 

LPCs were passed on to fund the PSNC activities.  

Other examples were discussed such as post office closures and the positive impact of one vocal MP 

in bringing about change in the banking system. PSNC and national bodies need to enlist support from 

supportive MPs who are willing to be vocal advocates. National bodies should link with national 

patient representative bodies such as Healthwatch. 

LPC requested that RM took as an action to push for more national pro pharmacy support in the media 

and press. RM indicated that half of the PSNC Board are CCA companies who would push back about 

funds being spent on national pharmacy advertising as they prefer to do their own.  

RM indicated that the profession was fragmented, with multiples hosting visits to dispensing hubs etc. 

Multiples also have been slow to engage in the campaign to avoid brand damage. However, there has 

been a move to show a united front.   

It was raised by CE that appears to independents that PSNC not fully representing them for fear of 

upsetting the multiples. RM said whilst he agreed that sometimes there was a conflict of interest 

between CCA, AIMp and Independents; PSNC represents all Contractors and consensus has been 

reached on key areas. 

RM was asked for personal view on DoH proposals. He indicated that should read between the lines 

and concerned that key people such as Keith Ridge do not value community pharmacy and has 

ambitions around automation, having a PhD in the subject. It has not been thought through wrt impact 

if 25% pharmacies close on A&E and GPs etc. All DoH interested in is cutting costs to meet treasury 

savings demanded. Sue Sharp is a formidable negotiator and RM does not consider that there is an 

obvious successor. In his view there is some progress. 

LPCs need to carry on supporting campaign, engage with stakeholders, contractors and public and 

keep pressure up, using positive messaging but waring what might happen if cuts go ahead. 

Messages: Do you know that your pharmacy may close? This is how you can help us. League table of 

activity amongst contractors.  

NHS Flu recommissioning decision was discussed - it is still being evaluated. LPC made clear that need 

to know intentions soon so that contractors can plan and obtain the best deals on vaccines / training 

etc.  
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RM offered to support completion of templates for provider arm if required. 

3. Save Our Pharmacy Campaign: 

FL tabled the previously shared feedback from the Contractor Event in March and subsequent 

Contractor, national body and media engagement. 

 

The feedback for the evening was very good and 65 attended from across Coventry and Warwickshire. 

Contractors have shared areas of support that would be of interest, including a number of practical 

business related sessions and increasing delivery of advanced services to ‘fill the gap’. The Liam 

Stapleton session on endorsing was highlighted as topic that would be of benefit to all Contractors. 

ACTION: FL to contact Liam to arrange a training session in conjunction with Coventry LPC. SK to see 

if Lexon might fund as they did before. 

ACTION: FL to facilitate. Campaign Follow Up – to arrange a joint event with Coventry – probably 

early July before the school holidays with update from PSNC / NPA & Liam Stapleton endorsing update 

proposed.  Coventry team Ashwin Hindocha, Adel Ghulam & Jas Heer. Warks team: LK, Ron/ SK, FL, 

BH, TF. One idea a month to be worked up etc.  

Areas to cover: Check34, Tax, management tools (scorecard, KPIs, team engagement), checking 

expensive PPA items, skill mix, change management, service development and delivery support for 

current services.  Look at supporting ‘one change’ a month.  Need to look at branding of LPC for 

package of support. 

Call on LP support for marketing LPC and Community Pharmacy. To produce a piece which can be 

adapted for a variety of external stakeholder newsletters, media etc.  

We will look at a marketing piece for the LPC and Community Pharmacy showcasing – tapping into 

marketing support as required (Lucy Pitt, NHSE and others).  

4. LP Update on Pharmacy Show on 25th / 26th September 

LP confirmed that Alistair Burt will attend the show and address community pharmacists. Business 

theatre will be available showcasing quick wins – provide 2-3 actions which will make a difference. 

There will be sessions covering merchandising and increasing OTC sales. Sessions on commissioning 

and some catch up sessions such as Check34, EPS, SCR, Flu and CPR, HLP – introduction to Health 

Improvement level 2 RSPH. There will also be an innovation theatre covering services for senior NHS 

managers – LP has already had a large number of ideas. The intention is that will be a practical show 

where a number of skills and ideas can be picked up.  

5. LPN Report – SK 

Refer to tabled report. 
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Four LPN Locality Leads to be appointed soon for 36 half days a year. Jasmine has been appointed as 

service co-ordinator to help ‘iron out’ problems. 

URMs service will be evaluated, there were issues with PharmOutcomes and NHS111 referral process 

which would need to be resolved.  

NHSE working on a process to support telephone MURs for up to 50 of the 400 for specific housebound 

patients within the targeted groups.  

Bids for Diabetes and Respiratory training funding were unsuccessful. SK to look into other options. 

The NHSE multi-licence platform can be used for HLP if required.  

LPN encouraging CCGs to use script switch – NMS referral for new drugs.  

6. HLP Launch – MD 

Councillor Izzy Seccombe; Dr John Linnane (Director Public Health Warwickshire); Gul Root (Lead 

Pharmacist, Public Health England).  

Funding for MD role and to support implementation of HLP, including training, materials and pilots 

from Council.  

Launch Event 27th April with outline agenda confirmed – refer to flyer. 

Discussion wrt Public Health in Warwickshire indicating that from 2017 services will be commissioned 

preferentially to HLP. This is happening in some other areas such as Dudley. 

Nationally still a drive for HLP with regional events to raise profile. National guidance on criteria to be 

forthcoming. PSNC are supportive of a kite mark of some sort for pharmacy which may be HLP. NHSE 

and CCGs are keen to use HLP to evidence engaged pharmacies.  

However, as an LPC we cannot negotiate for HLPs only. 

MD indicated that hands on support is important to implement HLP and that a series on roadshows / 

events will be arranged.  

Buttercups will be used for HCs as online and funded through Council payments.  

Leadership – to investigate the free leadership training through the NPA or CPPE.  

ACTION: A follow up email to be sent out by Ron, with Chloe calling pharmacies to sign up for launch 

(SK to work with MD to provide script for calls). Flyer to go out as hard copy and by email.  

Meeting Closed. 
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Future Meeting Dates: 7th June 2016; 19th July 2016; 6th September 2016; 1st November 2016; 17th 

January 2017 
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